Mutual Learning Exercise on Performance-based Research Funding Systems

under the Horizon 2020 Policy Support Facility

5th Meeting in Brussels

23 May 2017, 9h00 – 16h
DG Research and Innovation, Rue du Champ de Mars 21, room -1/SDR1, 1050 Brussels

Draft Agenda

09.00 – 09.10: Welcome by the Chair
09.10 – 10.00: The Challenge paper on Third stream metrics in PRFS – Jack Spaapen, Presentation & discussion
10.00 – 11.30: First break-out session and breakout group discussions – Third stream metrics in PRFS: societal challenges at the national and European level: how do countries and their research communities respond to them
11.30 – 12.30: The Slovenian experience
12.30 – 13.00: Lunch
13.00 – 14.30: Second break-out session and breakout group discussions – Third stream metrics in PRFS: methodological challenges and innovations: what questions do countries have and what promising developments can we see
14.30 – 15.00: Coffee break
15.00 – 15.45: Final discussion and lessons learnt: how to move forward
15.45 – 16.00: Planning next steps, preparations in view of the meeting in Brussels on September 11